
 

Why Yoga Works So Well In
Supporting Mental Health 

And Wellbeing 

Dating back to 2700 B.C, Yoga is considered a form of 'mind-body medicine'
that harmonies an individual's mental, physical and spiritual wellbeing. 

Being a form of mind-body fitness, Yogic practices involves a sequence of
muscular activity and internal mindful focus on self, energy and the breath. 

The term "Yoga" derives from the Sanskrit root "Yuj", translating "to join" or "to
yoke" or "to unite". 

Resources: https://www.mea.gov.in/in-focus-article.htm?25096/Yoga+Its+Origin+History+and+Development

The overarching goal of yoga is to achieve equanimity of the mind whilst creating a sense of relaxation and well-being,
as the participant is encouraged to focus on the present. Yoga is an opportunity to reset, slow down, and assist
ourselves to rediscover balance and the peaceful mind hiding under the layers of 'to-do' lists.

Yoga acts as a great form of therapy that helps to support mental health and general well-being. It assists in targeting a
range of mental health concerns such as depression, anxiety, stress and insomnia, as well as servicing the recovery of
addictions, reducing stress and the improvement of overall quality of life. 

Here at Essendon Private Clinic, yoga classes are available for our inpatients and day patients to participate in.  The
Yoga classes are facilitated by Essendon Private Clinic's Yoga Instructor Sue, two times a week with all equipment
included. 

Sue suggests that the considerable thing about yoga is that is never too late to start or re-visit as there is no
requirement to be physically 'flexible' to begin with. At the clinic, Sue incorporates different natures of yoga in her
classes from Hatha Yoga to Restorative Yoga. 

In Hatha Yoga, the focus is on the breath. Our breath can tell us about how we are functioning in our daily life. At times
of stress and anxiety, breathing can become fast and trigger the onset of fatigue, hyperventilation or panic attacks.
Through breath awareness practices in Hatha, it aims to improve breathing and quite literally "catch our breath". 

In restorative yoga, the use of props such as bolster pillows and blankets help to support posture designed to redirect
energy and blood flow to internal organs promoting rest and digestion responses in the body and brain. 

Through the practice of movement and breath awareness, Yoga invites you to learn and connect with your mind and
body. Yoga provides us with clarity on where tension is held and how to release it, whilst also learning where our
breath flows freely and where we tend to hold it. Lastly, it helps us to become more conscious of when the mind starts
to float away back 'to-do lists and thoughts', and learn how to redirect our mindfulness to the present moment. 

Sue teaches restorative yoga on Wednesday's from 1.30-3 pm, and gentle yoga from 2-3 pm on Thursday's. 

Sue welcomes you in joining the yoga classes provided here at EPC and being a part of a holistic approach in your
mental health journey to wellness and peace. 

For more information about partaking in Yoga at Essendon Private Clinic, you are welcome to contact Sue directly on
0414 829 428 or via email at sue@yogawithsue.com.au. 

                             https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3193654/
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